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The radiative lifetime of the excited state transition of undoped and p-doped InAs/GaAs quantum

dots (QDs) is estimated from measurements of time-integrated and time-resolved luminescence

from both ground and excited states. The radiative lifetime of the undoped QDs increases from

500 ps at 10 K to almost 3 ns at room temperature, consistent with a Boltzmann redistribution of

holes over the available energy states. The rate of increase can be suppressed by a factor of �2 by

p-doping the QDs to maintain a hole population in the lowest confined dot states to high

temperatures. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4765349]

InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs) are nanostructures that

offer quasi-particle confinement in three dimensions. This

confinement leads to energetic separation of the electron and

hole states, making QDs an ideal gain medium for semicon-

ductor lasers. They promise reduced threshold currents and

higher T0,1 due to the suppression of hole spreading over the

available energy states at elevated temperature. The potential

for lasing may be further enhanced by locally p-doping spa-

tially close to the QDs: this introduces a permanent popula-

tion of holes into the QDs, suppressing thermal spreading.

Additionally, this can result in an increased modulation

speed for QD lasers.2,3 Above threshold, the higher injection

rates result in state filling, and dual state lasing from the

ground state (GS) and first excited state (X1) has been

reported.4,5 Below threshold and in non-lasing structures,

photoluminescence lifetime measurements can be used to

determine the luminescence lifetimes. The interpretation of

these is complicated by the simultaneous presence of non-

radiative processes involving defects, relaxation and carrier

escape at elevated temperatures. Accordingly, measurements

of the radiative lifetime of the X1 transition in undoped and

p-doped QDs over a wide range of temperatures are impor-

tant for understanding the physics of QD lasers.

First, let us review previous publications that provide a

backdrop for the present work. Although there has been one

report of a single exponential decay of the X1 transition,6

biexponential decays are the norm.7–11 For example, Mukai

et al.8 analysed the biexponential decays assuming a single

radiative lifetime for all confined levels and attributed the

presence of a faster component to relaxation to lower levels.

Surprisingly, this component decreased with increasing tem-

perature. By contrast, Gurioli et al.10 reported a fast compo-

nent of 250 ps at 10 K which increased to 400 ps by 300 K.

The increase was attributed to thermalization between the

ground and the excited states at temperatures above 120 K.

Siegert et al.12 compared the low temperature (80 K) PL

decays of heavily p-doped (�330 holes/QD) and n-doped

samples and found that the excited state decays were four

times shorter than that of the undoped reference sample. The

radiative lifetimes were not determined. In this letter, we

experimentally recover the intuitively expected dynamics of

the excited state of quantum dots. We report time integrated

and time resolved spectroscopy on a control sample A, which

consists of a single layer of undoped QDs and sample B,

which consists of a single layer of QDs p-doped at a level

equivalent to 10 holes per QD. Using these data, together

with a simple model, the radiative lifetime can be extracted

over the temperature range of 12 K–300 K. We find that the

radiative lifetime of the undoped sample increases to almost

3 ns by room temperature. This increase is suppressed by a

factor of 2 by p-doping.

Careful sample design is extremely important when

attempting comparisons of doped and undoped samples. The

dot layer was grown between two Al0.3Ga0.7As layers to

maintain a constant excitation volume. In order to avoid segre-

gation of the Be atoms, doping was confined to a region above

the QD layer (Al0.3Ga0.7As layers have a much lower Be solu-

bility13). Further growth details can be found in Ref. 14. AFM

measurements of uncapped samples indicates that these sam-

ples have a QD areal density of 2� 1010 cm�2. Although the

doping level corresponds to 10 holes/QD, the Be doping

density is an order of magnitude below that for which non-

radiative mechanisms in the bulk GaAs are enhanced.15

The samples are excited by 790 nm 2.4 ps pulses from a

Ti:Al2O3 laser at temperatures from 12 K to 300 K. PL is col-

lected and dispersed by a monochromator and detected either

using an LN2 cooled Ge photodiode with lock-in detection

(for the time integrated measurements) or by passing a

1 meV band to a microchannel plate with an extended S1

response using time-correlated single photon counting.

Low temperature (12 K) PL spectra obtained from sam-

ple A (sample B) are shown in Figure 1(a) (Figure 1(d)) under

low (black, dashed line) and high (red, solid line) power exci-

tations. The narrow size dispersion of the QD population is

reflected in the width of the PL spectrum (�30 meV) under

low power excitation. This allows emission from the firsta)Electronic mail: harbord@iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp.
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excited state (X1) under high excitation to be clearly distin-

guished from the GS. The high energy shoulder of the distri-

bution under low power excitation is associated with the

presence of a subset of smaller QDs having higher energy

ground states. By subtracting the normalized low power spec-

trum from the higher power spectrum, it is possible to remove

the contribution of these small, high energy QDs, leaving

only the contribution from the X1 transition of the more

numerous deeper QDs (PLX1).11

Time resolved data are shown in Figures 1(b), 1(c), 1(e),

and 1(f) for the two samples. The GS luminescence from

both samples exhibits monoexponential decay with a charac-

teristic time sGS. The X1 luminescence exhibits a biexponen-

tial decay which we attribute to the two different QD

populations: a faster component due to X1 of the deeper

QDs, and a longer one due to the GS of the shallow QDs,

which emit at the same wavelength. Details of the measure-

ments that lead to this conclusion are contained in Ref. 11.

By fitting to a biexponential decay, the shorter decay time

slum
X1 associated with the pure X1 emission can be obtained.11

These data are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(c), for samples A

and B, respectively.

In order to obtain the radiative lifetime of the X1 for

both samples over the complete temperature range, a simple

model of X1 luminescence is adapted from that used to

describe the GS.14 The luminescence lifetime (slum
X1 ) of X1

has a radiative component (srad
X1 ) and a non-radiative compo-

nent (snr
X1) which are related by

1

slum
X1

¼ 1

srad
X1

þ 1

snr
X1

: (1)

The non-radiative component of the lifetime consists of two

components: relaxation to the ground state followed by

recombination there; and a temperature dependent escape

mechanism followed by recombination elsewhere. At low

temperature, we can assume that thermal carrier escape can

be neglected and the last term reduced to accounting for the

losses to the GS due to carrier relaxation only; relaxation to

the ground state is much faster than radiative relaxation9 and

given by

1

snr
X1

� gGS

sGS
; (2)

where gGS, sGS are the degeneracy and radiative lifetime of

the GS, respectively. Subject to these two assumptions, at

low temperature Eq. (1) can be written as

FIG. 1. (a) Time integrated PL spectra from sample A (undoped) at 12 K,

normalized to the GS emission peak. The black dashed line shows the PL

under low power excitation (0.5 W cm�2); the red solid shows the PL under

high power excitation (600 W cm�2). The GS and X1 are labeled on the

graph. Time-resolved PL from (b) GS and (c) X1 of sample A (undoped) at

12 K. The time resolved data are measured at the peak of the GS and X1,

respectively, and the solid red lines show monoexponential (GS) and biexpo-

nential fits (X1). (d) Time integrated PL spectra from sample B (doped) at

12 K. The black dashed line shows the PL under low power excitation

(0.5 W cm�2); the red solid line shows the PL under high power excitation

(600 W cm�2). The GS and X1 are labeled on the graph. Time-resolved PL

from (e) GS and (f) X1 of sample B (doped) at 12 K. The time resolved data

are measured at the peak of the GS and X1, respectively, and the solid red

lines show monoexponential (GS) and biexponential fits (X1).

FIG. 2. (a) PLX1 (red, open squares) and sX1

(black, closed squares) for the undoped sample.

(b) The extracted radiative lifetime (sX1) for

sample A (undoped), normalized to the low tem-

perature value. Inset: this radiative lifetime

(black squares) on an Arrhenius scale, together

with fit (activation energy � 43 meV). (c) PLX1

(red, open squares) and sX1 (black, closed

squares) for sample B (doped). (d) The extracted

radiative lifetime for sample B (doped), normal-

ized to the low temperature value. Inset: this

radiative lifetime (black, closed squares) on an

Arrhenius scale, together with fit (activation

energy� 36 meV).
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1

slum
X1

¼ 1

srad
X1

þ gGS

sGS
: (3)

Carriers are photo-generated at a rate G, so the number of

electrons in the QD excited state can be described by

dN

dt
¼ G� N

slum
X1

: (4)

In the steady state, N ¼ Gslum
X1 , so the PL from the excited

state can be expressed as

PLX1 /
N

srad
X1

¼ G
slum

X1

srad
X1

: (5)

Hence,

srad
X1 /

slum
X1

PLX1

: (6)

At low temperature, the radiative lifetime srad
X1 may be calcu-

lated from Eq. (3) under the assumption that gGS ¼ 2:16 these

lifetimes for both samples are shown in Table I. These val-

ues, together with Eq. (6), can then be used to estimate the

radiative lifetime over the complete temperature range as

shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(d) for the undoped (A) and

doped (B) samples, respectively.

The X1 radiative lifetime of the undoped sample dou-

bles in value from 500 ps at 12 K to 1 ns at 200 K. Above

200 K, this increase triples to reach 3 ns by room tempera-

ture. The inset Arrhenius plot of Figure 2(b) shows the acti-

vation energy of 43 6 5 meV. The X1 radiative lifetime of

the p-doped sample also increases with temperature, but

more gradually; the increase is suppressed by a factor of

almost 2. The inset Arrhenius plot of Figure 2(d) shows acti-

vation energy of 36 6 5 meV.

We can qualitatively explain this behavior by consider-

ing the mechanism responsible for the increase of radiative

lifetime with temperature. In bulk semiconductors,17 Boltz-

mann spreading over the close energy levels leads to recom-

bination being forbidden by the selection rules, increasing

the radiative lifetime; in low dimensional semiconductor

nanostructures, the quantum confinement effect leads to the

closely spaced energy levels becoming discrete states, well

separated in energy, suppressing this mechanism. In a real

quantum dot, spreading over the available confined states in

the mechanism remains responsible for the increase in radia-

tive lifetime.7,18,19 The conduction band states in a quantum

dot are more widely spaced than the valence band states,

owing to the higher effective mass of the holes. Accordingly,

the spread of carriers over the available hole states is

believed to be the major mechanism for the increase in radia-

tive lifetime for the quantum dots.7,18,19 This is consistent

with our results: the increase of the excited state radiative

lifetime of the undoped sample is twice that of the doped

sample by room temperature, indicating p-doping suppresses

the increase of this lifetime.

For a more quantitative discussion, we consider a simple

physical model of the QD as a 2D harmonic oscillator,16 in

which the electron (hole) states e1, e2, e3… (h1, h2, h3) are

evenly spaced with energy separation DEe(DEh). The degen-

eracies of these levels are 2, 4, 6 (accounting for the spin

degeneracy). Under these circumstances, we expect the

strong parity-preserving selection rules16,20 indicated in

Figure 3 for both samples.

Capacitance-voltage spectroscopy of similar QDs under

magnetic fields has found an electron spacing DEe of

�50 meV (Ref. 16) and a hole spacing DEh between 20 meV

and 30 meV.21

For the undoped sample, as the temperature increases

the holes thermalize across the higher lying energy states h2

and h3. As the selection rules forbid e2-h3 emission, the

radiative lifetime of the excited state increases with the occu-

pation of the higher lying energy states, and thus with tem-

perature. (This is the same behavior that has been observed

in quantum well (QW)17 and QD14 ground states). As the

temperature increases, holes can be promoted to the h3 level;

the parity selection rules forbid h3 recombination with an e2

electron, which leads to an increase in the radiative lifetime.

The activation energy for this process is the separation

between the h1 and h3 levels, which is 2DEh, which is

between 40 and 60 meV.22 This is consistent with our meas-

ured value of 43 6 5 meV.

For the p-doped sample, hole states are already occupied

up to the h3 level even at low temperatures, due to the pres-

ence of p-doping. Consequently, the h2 level will remain

occupied at higher temperatures compared with the undoped

sample. This explains the slower increase in the radiative

lifetime with temperature. However, as the highest tempera-

tures are approached, the excess holes escape from the QD,

and the lifetime increases as for the undoped case: the activa-

tion energy should, once again, be 2DEh (40–60 meV). This

is consistent with our measured value of 36 6 5 meV.

In conclusion, by use of time-integrated and time-

resolved spectroscopy, we have experimentally uncovered the

intuitively expected dynamics of the radiative lifetime of the

TABLE I. Luminescence lifetimes for sGS, slum
X1 (from fitting to the PL

decays), and srad
X1 (from Eq. (9)) for samples A and B measured at 12 K.

sGS (ps) slum
X1 (ps) srad

X1 (ps)

A, undoped 1170 6 12 280 6 10 540 6 20

B, p-doped 755 6 30 220 6 30 530 6 20

FIG. 3. Schematic of (a) undoped and (b) doped QDs under excitation levels

greater than 1 e-h pair per QD. The GS (e1-h1) and X1 (e2-h2) transitions

are marked, and the spacing of the electrons (hole) states is DEe(DEh). In the

doped sample, the excess holes fill up the valence states.
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excited state of quantum dots, and demonstrated that modest

amounts of p-doping can suppress the increase of this radia-

tive lifetime with temperature. The low temperature lifetimes

are comparable but the lifetime of the undoped sample

increased with temperature at twice the rate of the p-doped

sample. We attribute this to the presence of holes in the lower

confined states at higher temperatures due to the p-doping of

the QDs.
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